HGV (C+E) Driver
Stoke Ferry, King’s Lynn
OTE: up to £45,000
Guaranteed salary: £31,908 to £36,259 (dependant on shift pattern)
Overtime rate: £20.51 - £24.41 (x 1.5)
Benefits: 2Agriculture are offering a fantastic benefits package including; up to £1000 Bonus Scheme,
Company Pension, Life Assurance.
Shift Pattern: Variety of shifts available to suit your lifestyle, including 4 on 4 off rotating, days only
and nights only, with a guaranteed 42 hours per week
2Agriculture are offering an exciting opportunity for a HGV Driver to join our team at Stoke Ferry Mill on a
permanent basis. It is a fantastic time to join 2Agriculture and play a key role in realising our ambitious growth
plans.

Your Role
Our Drivers are a vital aspect of our Company, allowing us to consistently provide excellent customer service by
delivering our products efficiently and professionally, whilst also supporting our Mill production team by
collecting and delivering raw materials, utilising their expertise of all relevant legislation in order to achieve our
business objectives.
Our Transport planner will provide your daily schedule along with any special customer requirements, after
arriving at the farm you will tip their feed according to the delivery ticket provided. To protect our farms
livestock and the quality of the feed, this involves learning and adhering to biosecurity at all times. Your schedule
may also include collecting raw materials from farms, port, or stores.
Within this role you have responsibility for ensuring that the vehicle is clean and road worthy, working closely
with the rest of the transport team to disclose any faults with the vehicle thought to merit immediate attention.

Your Skills and Experience
We are looking for someone that holds a valid HGV (C+E) Licence, CPC Card and Digital Tachograph Card. You
should have a working knowledge of Drivers Hours and Working Time Directive Legislation and be able to
demonstrate strong skills and experience as an HGV (C+E) driver preferably with bulk blower experience, but
training can be provided.
If you are interested in applying for this exciting opportunity and be a valued employee of 2Agriculture, please
send your CV to HR@2Agriculture.com. Please note, due to the volume of applications we will only be
contacting the candidates selected for interview.

